DREAMS MADE REAL

RP POWER:

RONZA AND HIS TEAM
TAKE SERIOUSLY THE
RESPONSIBILITY OF
PROVIDING PRODUCTS
THAT HELP COMMUNITIES
FUNCTION IN THE
AFTERMATH OF MOTHER
NATURE’S FURY.

WITH GREAT POWER
COMES GREAT RESPONSIBILITY
These days, the reassuring hum of
a backup generator can be heard near
and far, echoing throughout neighborhoods all over a community in the
wake of a storm. But when John Ronza, president and CEO, co-founded RP
Power in 1998 it was a very different
world, indeed.
RP Power, a distributor of
Kohler emergency standby, prime, and
mobile generators, is in the business of
saving lives and protecting businesses
from interruptions due to power loss.
More recently, the company has directed its products and expertise toward
keeping homes lit and warm, no matter the weather.
“Keep in mind, the need for emergency power has changed dramatically since I started in this business
almost 40 years ago,” he said. “When
I started, the vast majority of generators were purchased because some life
safety code required it. A wastewater
treatment plant, or a downtown building exceeding eight stories, required a
generator. Buildings had to have emergency lights and egress throughout the
building. Hospitals, for their surgery
center and things of that sort, required
generators by code.”
“60 to 80 percent of the generators we
sell today are not required by code. They
are purchased to either protect revenue or provide peace of mind.”
The primary catalyst for this change
is technology, which over those same
four decades has seeped into every
corner of daily life. Technology has
made buildings safer and allowed factories, businesses and manufacturing
facilities to be more productive and
more efficient than at any other time.
But all technology has the same Achilles heel – eventually, all of it has to be
plugged in or recharged to work.
“Think about what business was
like 40 years ago,” said Ronza. “The
power goes out at an accounting
firm, the guy would open his blinds,
sharpen his pencil and get back to
work. The phones even worked during
a power outage. Those days are over.
Nobody works without a computer
anymore. And nothing works in your
building without power.”
Ronza and his team take seriously
the responsibility of providing products that help communities function
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in the aftermath of Mother Nature’s
fury. Seemingly everyone you meet at
the company headquarters has an engineering degree, including the sales
personnel, something unheard-of
among the company’s competitors.
“To some degree, we’re a company
of nerds, but we take that as a badge
of honor in a good way,” Ronza says,
laughing. “Considering what we do,
our customers want nerds. They don’t
want their grandmother on the operating table and some guy that was
selling copiers last week help put the
emergency power system together.”
The company’s reputation for standing behind its product is equally impressive. As the Kohler generator
distributor for Oklahoma, Arkansas,
northern Mississippi and western
Tennessee, serving customers in a
timely manner has meant expanding
the company presence geographically.
This allows technicians to remain responsive for emergencies and routine
calls alike.
RP Power’s staff is also a ready source
of expertise for the many contractors
who install their products throughout
their service area.
“The basic science behind generating electricity hasn’t changed a lot,
but the units themselves have,” said
Caleb Kamarunas, Director of Sales.
“The different fuels that are available
today – low emission diesels, larger
natural gas and propane units – mean
engines are more efficient than they
used to be. The run time is longer and
the units are far quieter.”
“And, there are special emission requirements for any generator that operates in a capacity other than emergency standby such as for prime power
or the interruptible utility rate.”
The most pronounced advancement
to come along is technology that gives
building owners and other operations personnel the ability to monitor
systems remotely. It’s also a service
that RP Power markets to help troubleshoot customer issues even from
afar. “Today you can lose power and
know almost immediately on your cell
phone what’s going on with your power. You can remote start your units.
You can find out if you’ve got faults or
events,” said Jason Ronza, Director of
Operations. “The monitoring site of

the industry has exploded; the connection to the power grid and a facility and
its generator is pretty incredible.”
In addition to its North Little Rock
headquarters, RP Power has fully
staffed offices in Tulsa and Oklahoma
City, OK. and Memphis, TN., and a
parts and service location in Springdale, AR. The company maintains one
of the most comprehensive parts in-

products.
“In Central Arkansas, the ice storms
of 2000 and 2013 put a lot of people in
cities out of power for six, seven, even
eight days,” John Ronza said. “If you
were rural, you were out for 10 days.
That was an eye-opener for a lot of
people. People were putting in home
generators in the 1990s, but it kicked
off big-time after 2000.”

WHAT SETS US APART IN
OUR INDUSTRY IS WE HAVE A
SINGULAR FOCUS ON ONSITE
POWER GENERATION.
ventories in the business and a refined
service deployment strategy to tend to
customer issues quickly. The footprint
may be larger, but the focus on service
is the same as it ever was.
“What sets us apart in our industry is
we have a singular focus on onsite power
generation, which is unusual,” said Jason
Ronza. “Most of our competitors’ primary focus is somewhere else and emergency standby power is a sideline to
their core business. For us, this is a singular focus to what we do.”
“When a consulting engineer calls
and says, ‘Hey, we’re putting a project
together. We’re looking for an expert
to help us design this,’ we expect our
employees to be able to offer true value. We pride ourselves on having a
high level of technical ability in electrical engineering, emergency power
systems design, keeping up with local
and federal codes. And you’ve got to
know those things. Arkansas codes
are different than Oklahoma’s, they
are different from Memphis. Memphis
requires generators and related switchgear to meet a higher seismic certification which is not as prevalent here.”
The company may have been built
on commercial and industrial accounts – from banks and data centers to government installations, utility companies and hospitals – but has
recently benefited from the surging
growth of residential backup power

“Today, a home generator is becoming another air conditioner or microwave. It’s becoming mainstream. There
are spec houses being built today with
home generators.”
This new chapter, combined with
steady repeat business from existing market segments, has RP Power
thinking big things about the future.
John Ronza said opportunities have
rarely been more robust than at this
point, and he gives a good share of the
credit for that to Kohler with whom RP
Power has enjoyed a long and fruitful
relationship.
“We love our relationship with
Kohler,” John Ronza said. “Kohler
is truly dedicated to building quality
products and is an awesome company.
They have developed many products
they didn’t have five years ago and will
hopefully have many new products in
the near future they don’t have today.
Being privately owned, Kohler is able
to look far beyond next quarter earnings when making long term decisions.
We see a lot of opportunity within
our own territory given the products
they are developing.”
“We are in expansion mode right
now. We’re looking at how we can better serve our customers today and are
there other areas where we can serve
our customers tomorrow. It’s fun to
think about what the next chapter
holds.”

RPPower.com
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